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THE RIGHT BUYER

The marketing campaign for the Southern Pavilion Self-Storage asset yielded  
multiple qualified offers. Marcus & Millichap agents then conducted a  
comprehensive buyer qualification process to ensure that the seller had the best 
buyer at the table and moved to contract. Prior to removal of contingencies, 
COVID-19 caused mass shutdowns across the world, resulting in hesitation from 
the buyer due to fear of an uncertain future. 

PRE-EMPTIVE SOLUTIONS, PUTTING CLIENTS FIRST

In the early days of the health crisis, the listing team relied on their strong  
relationships and open lines of communication to keep everyone informed and 
updated. All parties mutually agreed to extend the buyer’s review by 30 days. It 
was also acknowledged that the buyer may terminate the contract due to fear of 
operational deterioration and value. 

As a precaution, the agents generated back-up buyers ready to complete the 
transaction if provided the opportunity. This approach provided the buyer with 
additional time needed to complete the transaction and provided the seller with 
alternatives if the current purchase agreement was terminated.

DESIRED RESULTS 

While the buyer continued his due diligence, the agents continued to sell the  
benefits of acquiring Southern Pavilion Self-Storage to back up buyers. They  
received high levels of investor interest and activity which supported the asset’s 
value and gave the seller negotiating leverage. Upon expiration of the 30-day  
extension, the buyer elected to move forward with the transaction without any 
adjustments to price or terms in the original agreement. 

Despite substantial challenges stemming from a worldwide pandemic, the agents 
identified the most probable buyer for the deal, created leverage on behalf of the 
seller, and successfully closed the deal at full contract price.

CASE STUDY:  

THE SOUTHERN PAVILION SELF-STORAGE

BUYER COMPLETES ACQUISITION AMID HEALTH CRISIS

RESULTS

VALUE PROPOSITION
• Marketing Campaign: Access to  

Buyers Across Product Types

•  Advisory Brokerage: Real-Time  
Market Updates

•  Seller Representation: Numerous 
Potential Buyers

•  Buyer Vetting: Rigorous Qualifying of 
Investors

• Buyer Considers Terminating Contract 
Because of COVID-19 Market  
Uncertainty

•  Buyer and Seller Negotiate Due  
Diligence Extension

•  Multiple Back Up Buyers Secured 
During Extension Creates Leverage  
for Seller

•  Buyer Removes Contingencies  
and Closes at Full Contract Price 

Leading the Market Through the Global Health Crisis


